







ABSTRACT

The Quran is the most read book in the world. Revealed  

by Allah Almighty to Prophet Muhammad, and revered by

Muslims as being Allahs Final Scripture and Testament,its words

have been lovingly recited,memorized and implemented by

Muslims of every nationality ever since.The Quran is also the only 

holy book that can be memorized in its entirety by people of all

ages and intellectual abilities including nonArabic speakers 

which Muslims consider to be one of its miracles.

The Holy Quran is the source guide.the purpose of

Similitude in Quraan is to get a lesson. In each instance their is

knowladge to mankind,It possesses a particular utility.Allah

taaala has invited to all mankind to consider the Quran,as in the

Holy Quran"Do they not then think deeply in the Qur'an,or are

their hearts locked up (from understanding it)"? But today our

condition is that instead of considering the Qur'an we have had it

for only specific death rituals.As much we urged to consider the

Quran,so we are neglecting him. May Allah Almighty grant pay to

the humanity to fallow Quran. This article explains deeply about

the Effects of Similitude of Quran on our life.
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